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The transient response of unlform distributed. systems 
with any transfer fv.hction that is rational :tn 1.Y-==e[Ts ca.n be 
ans1lyz8d Ni th the bas lc form of the trans fer function 1 
vi-a 
after partj_al fraction expanslonf vihere the pole a can be 
real or co~plex in the w plane. 
i-Ii th the complex pole ui thin the stable region in the w 
plane, there are only two possible combinations of the basic 
1 
tr;;-:tnsfc..;r function ~-~:a~, 
zability. 
i.e. 1 + 1 ~-- -*. 
N-a 1-1-a 
for physical reali-
'rhe ima .~lnary part of th8 tran3lent respol1Se of the 
1 
c a slc transfer function ·--· cun describe the :cesponse of the 
1·,r-a 
1 1 
- - ---- · w' 
N-:3. i'T-a 
tro.nsfer function Hhile the tr<:""t;J..Sient response 
of the transfer function _}: __ + ~-.!_-::;:- can 'l:ie observed fl~om the 
.... 
w-a H-a 
real pa.:-r:t of the re::;ponse of --'.~- • 
H- a 
Th0refore, for the basic transfer f·unction --L, impulse 
w-a. 
an'J step responses are computer plotted for various :real v.:nd 
cor~plex-conjue;a te pole locations both l'li thin and on cs ide tho 
u-·:rlane region of bounded input-bounded output sta.bili ty. 
Some characteristics of the impulse and step responses 
of this basic transfer function are lnvestigated, by vJ'h1ch 
the relation between the transient response and the stability 
as a f1u1ct1on of pole location 1s discussed. 
iii 
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1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
(A) The Purpose of 'I'hesis 
Inte:cest in the p:r·operties of distributed RC net:·rorks 
has recently increased with the advent of micro-electronic 
circuits. In the literature, it can be found that the 
immittan;:;.e paran:eters and transfer funct~_on of a network 
consisting of uniform distributed RC sections are generally 
expre:3sed as functio:ns of !S and e .ITs, in uhich s is the 
com:plex f:r·3q1::.ency variable [ 1]. Physical exa:nples of this 
class of uniforru distributed system include t!1e uniform 
distributed RC network with either open circuit, short 
circuit, or Icatched termination and t11e distribu.tcd lag 
elcme~1t, any of v:hich c8.n be comblr:.ed in either p:l.ssive or 
active systems. In Bourquin's paper [2], the analysis of 
IT this class of syotems in the .[8 and vr = e 'l s planes has been 
deveJ.oped, in Hhich the impulse and step time function in 
the H plal'H:: are derl ved for the transfer function _!_. 
1'1-a 
HowGver, it is difficult to discuss these transient responses 
in the H plane dix'ectly from the time functions Hl thout any 
illustration. lienee, it is the first purpose of this thesis 
to illustrate graphically the transien.t response of this 
type of system in the w plane. 
Secondly, by the relation between various regions of the 
1'1 plane mapped onto the rs plane as .shmm i.n fie;ure 1-1, the 
response for a pole in the w plane can be rcprese11ted as the 
response of an infinite nu1:1ber of poles on a vertical line 
in the JS plane. Thus, the responses for various N-plane 
pole locations proYide a check on the concept of !8 plane 
do~inate poles (J]. 
2 
Moreover, as described in Bourquin's paper, the transfer 





is :r-ealizable, and it is bounded input-bounded output 
1 if, and only if, -. - is bounded input--bounded output 
\·J'-a N ( 'i'l } 
If the transfer function is of the form ( ) where D 1'1 
N(i..;) is a polynomial of degree n, D(vT) is one of degree m, 
and n~m, then by partial fraction expansion this transfer 
function can be reHritten as a linear combination of terms 
1 
of the form --. 
·N· •• a 
1 
In other T:rords, the transfer function 
1>1-a 
can be conside r ed as the basic one to realize any other type 
of N·-plane tT-ans fer function in this class of systems. 
\<Jhenever the response of the transfer function - 1- is given, 
lJ'-a 
th2 resultant response of any other transfer function can 
the:n be predicted by various real or complex-conjugate poles 
1 
of the fo:rm - 1~ i th only algebric manipulation. 
l'T-a 
Therefore, in this thesis, i~pulse a nd step responses 
1 
-- are com-outer plotted for ._rar~ous r eal and con:plex-
1tf-a .. for 
conjugate pole locations both within and outside the w· plane 
region of bounded input-bom1ded output stability, which is 
defined in the next s ec tion. By this simplest form of the 
transfer frm.:;tion, the results of i mpulse 2.nd step responses 
are investigated, by Nhich the relation between the tra nsient 
response and the sta.b:tlity as a functio:..1 of pole location is 
discussed. 
w pL:me 








I A [] 
b. t-l3pr ed into the 
JS plane. 
I 
Figure 1-1: Various regions and t1·;o points defined in the w 
plane and how they map into the IS plane; the 
unstable regions are shovm in shaded area. 
(B) Revievr of the Literature 
As stated in Bourquin's paper [ 2 ], for hounded input-
bouno.ed output stability of a system 1·ri th a transfer function 
J'""s 
rational in i·T= e .t 1--rith TJ.~m, Hhere n is the degree of the 
n1n;;erato r of the tronsfer function and m is the denoDinator's, 
it is neccessary 2.nd sufficient that a ll poles of the 
t:ransfer fm1.ction occur Nithin the resion in the 1·: plane 
1¢1 +"¢ 1)ounded by e J , ~othere -Tf~t::::: arg. :·r ~lf. The region of 
stability described above is shm·m in fi gure 1-2. 
NoN co~1s ider the ir.r:pulse response h ( t) of the trans fer 
function __!__ , 
l'T- a 
h ( t ) = 1-1 [ v;: a]== [ -1 ( .It~ l • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 1 -1 a ) 
e ..., -a 
Le t f ( t ) = L -1 [ F ( s ) J , g (t ) = L -l [ G ( s } ] • 
Ey applying the fol1o'.; i ns r'3 lationsh lp [I.;.], if 
m 1 m··1 
2 2 2. 
G(s)==2 n· s F( /S), ................. (1-1) 
in v;hich ITem (x) is Hermite po J.ynor-' ia 1 and 
x2 -x2 
••••••••• ( 1-2) 
- m --
e2 _Q_(e 2 ) •••••••••••••• (1-3) 
dxm 
If F ( /s) = ( e JS - a ) -1 , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 1-4 ) 
r.a = 1 , then 2 2 x -x 
Fl'e 1 ( x) = -e 2 tx ( e2 ) = x •••••••••••••••••••••• ( 1-5) 
and G ( s ) = /211 ( e rs - a) - 1 ••• D ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( 1-.5a) 
~..;hich has the same form a s the ful""ction in e q. ( 1-1a) with 
m=1 and p (./8) :tn eq.(t-l~). From the tables [4], 
1.-1[ 8 -1(eS-a)-1] = k~1ak-1u(t-k) ••••••••••••••• (1-6a) 
5 
v;here u(t) is the unit step function and. t-1<n<t. By 
applying the real differentiation theorem, then 
J.. -1 [ ( e s - a ) -1 J = f ( t ) = £ a k - 1 & ( t -k ) • • • • • ( 1-6 ) 
k=1 
w·here & (t) is the unit impulse function, the tiwe derivative 
y 
of the u.ni t step function. Hence, by let~ine x = -- in 
2t 
cq.(1-5) and substitution of (1-6) into eq.(1-2), 
1 3 00 
g(t) == 2-2t-f{ £ ak-1ye-Y2/4t S (y-k)dy Yo k=l 
1 3 . 2;4t 
- 2 -z 00 k-1 -K 
:.:: 2 t k~ 1 ka e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 1 -7 ) 
'The last step 1s a. result of the "sifting pro!Jerty" of the 
l~:npulse fur..ct.ion; i.e. Jor(t) '& (t-T)dt= f(T). 
From eq.(1-5a) and eq.(1-7), 
1 
h ( t ) :: ( 2 Tt )- 2 T -l g ( ~ ) 
= 1. J ·r -[ ~ n an-1e-·n2T/4t] ............ ( 1 _8 ) 
2 rrtJ n=1 
The series above (absolutely) convergences for all 
finite !al and a n y finite t as can be seen by taking the 
:ratio test: lu I 
n+1 . 1 11m - . -;------ = 1 i m \ 1-t~·-) 
n- oo I unl n· .. oo n 
( 2n + 1 )T 
a e- -- ht -==0 0 0 I 0 I I 0 0 0 (1-·9) 
The i wpulse :re sponse h(t) is evaluated numerically using 
eq.(1-8); eq.(1-9) serves as the error criterion for the 
summation of the series in the computer proerar11 [see appendix 
(I)). 
In a similar ~-w.y, the step response of the transfer 
1 
1 -- -1 funct!.on --can be found 'by letting F(/S) = s 2(e/S-a) 
w- a 
and m :::: 0 in eq. ( 1-1 ). From eq. ( 1-2), 
I I I I I I t I I I (1-10) 
Uniform convergence on y can be verified by the 
1Jierestrass E-test, then 
'l 
,.., 
g(t) = t t:.. 
=Fir n~1an-1erfc( 2Jt) ..................... (1-11) 
'.Che last step of eq. (1-11) is derived by cr..anging the 
variable x 2= y2;ht. Hence, 1 1 
(t) L-1[ . ] r-1[ -2 ] -:;; t V == V ( s ) ~ cL 1r -rrG ( T s ) :-:: iT·-g ( '£-) 
= E an-1 erfc(l2j~ ) 
11=1 2 v • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
(1-12) 
The error criterion applied for evaluating the series 
in eq. ( 1·-12) on the con~pu.ter program [see appendix (II)] is 
es tablished from the r a tio test of eq .(1-12); i.~. for all 
f:tnl te 1 a I and finite t, the ratio 
r.~joo -x2 Jal Q+2_ 1 ~ e dx J € 2k+1 T 
lim ·-·---;z-- == lim !ale-( 4 )f = 0 (l-13) 
n-= I a In r;;nr e-X dx k-•oo 
J ~ ;: 
v 
where k is a continuous variable substituted for n; and the 
second limit follows the first after application of 
L'Hospital's rule and Leibnitz's rule for the differentia-









II. II'iPULSE .RESPONSE 
(A) A System having a Single Pole on the Real Axis in the 
v: Plane 
As shm>Jn in figure 1-2, the stable val11es of pole 
megnitud.e on the positive real axis are smaller than unity. 
8 
As observed on figure 2-1, the response with pole magni-
tude a< 1 decreases rapidly s.nd becomes negligible Hi thin 
several seconds. But for a=1, the slope of the curve remains 
nea rly constant after t=J seconds. By eq.{2-6) in the fo-
llovllng section, it can be found that the oseillation period 
of thls 1·1ave, a;.:1. 0, becomes infinite. It means that the 
tl';:?.n sicnt response >·Ti th unity pole mae;ni tude on the positive 
real axis does not oscillate at all, H'hile those are osci-
llatlng ;.·Ji th poles located on D.ny other boundary of bounded 
inpu.t-bom'1_d.ed output stability, as shoNTl in table 2-2 in the 
ne:x:t section. :<oreover, 1·1hen pole magni tnde is gl~eater than 
unity, the larger the value of the pole on the positive real 
axis, the more rapidly the response becomes unbounded. 
On the ne gative real axis in the w plane, the unstable 
response vrtll occur Nhen a~ eTT = 23.1 • Observing the graphs 
in figu.re 2-2, the impulse response for !a!< 10 dampens rapid-
ly and be~omes less dampened for 1 a I = 15.0 • For l a I =-= 23.0, 
the curve osctllates nearly vri thout damping; a nd the magni-
tude of the impulse response, for Ial> 2).1, increases with 
time. 
The cll!'Ve for a= 0 is also plotted on the figure for 
comparison. The 0mction of this curve can be derived from 
cq. ( 1-8), by letting 





All the initial portions of the transient response 1·1ith 
a single pole on the positive real axis lie above the curve 
of eq.(2-1), but those, with a single pole on the negative 
real axis, lie below it. Therefore, as compared with the 
same pole magnitude, the system, for a single pole on the 
negative real axis, is more stable and the peak of the tran-
sient response is more narrower than that on the positive 
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(-;::) A System having Conjugated Poles in the 1v Flane 
( 1) Hi th the transfer function ..._1_- _1_._ 
w-a w-a* 
Whenever a w-plane pole occurs at any location 
12 
other than on the real axis in '" plane, i.e. a= Re [a]+ 
jim[a]=lalej0, the impulse response has a complex rorm, 
h ( t) = Re [ h ( t) J +jIm [ h ( t)] • 
In order to meet the requirement of physical 
realizability, real coefficients in the i mpulse response, 
there must also exist a conjugate pole, . 1 1.e.--~* , 
w- a 
where a*=Re[a)-jim[a]=lale-j¢. The response of 1 can 
w- a* 
be found from the conjugated response of 1 
w- a 
In other words, if the transient response of 1 
w- a 
has been established for 0< 0<n , the response of 1 
w- a* 
can be correspondingly predicted by taking its 
conjugate. 
N01"1' consider the transfer function, 
1 2Im[a] 
w-a*- (w-a)(11-T-a*) •••••••• ( 2-2 ) 
1 Let F 1 ( w) = ( ) . * .................... ( 2-J ) 
w-a (w-a ) 
then 1 [ 1 1 ] F 1 ( w ) = r ] - - * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 2 -4 ) 2Imla w-a w-a 
By the inverse Laplace transformation of eq.(2-4), 
the time function for F1(w) is 
13 
( ) -1 [ 1 1 -1[ 1 1 1 f 1 t = J... F 1 ( 11) ::: i - * 2Im[a] 1·:-a v:-a 
:;: . 1 -[h ( t) - h * { t >] 2I:m.(a] 
-. 
_!m (h. ( t)] ( ) 
a • & • I 8 • a I I I I I • e I I I a e I I I I I t I I I I I I I 2-5 
Im(a] 
Therefo:re, if the transfer function is of the form 
of F1 (w), as in eq.{2-3), with one pair of conjugated 
poles, the transient response of F1 (N) can be 
investigated from the irr.aginary part of the response 
1 ! for H(L-7)= _::_multiplied by a factor -~--. ThlJ.s, tha 
w-a Irn(a] 
1r~:ng:tnary part of the impulse response 1)ecomes 
importan t and infor~~tive for t he response of F1 (w).and 
has been plotted in figures 2-3 throut;h 2-18. The 
first five fiv1res are plotted for comparing the 
0 
e ffects on the response of varying the pole anr-;le, 15 
each sb~p, ~'lith fixed pole magnitude j a l~1.0 • 
As shm.;rn in fic;u:res 2-3 through 2-'?, the changing 
rate of the slope at the peak is faster in the ¢~ 90° 
cas3 tha n that in the ¢ < 90 o case, 
The effect of pole angle on the response can be 
observcdJ with constant pole magnitude,the peak value 
b e comes smaller as the pole get close:t ... to either the 
real axis in the w plane, 
14 
Note that from figures 2-3 throueh 2-7 the curves 
0 
of ¢=15 in each graph remain nearly constant in slope 
after t=2 seconds. Since this pole is located near the 
positive real axis 2..nd is close to the boundary of the 
region of instability, it is difficult to observe its 
sta.bili ty on the curve vii thin the first fe1·;r seconds. 
Those responses, uith the corresponding pole D'.8.[5!litude, 
are actu8.lly still stable as sholl/!1 in figure 2-8. 
Thus, it is true that Nith smaller pole ane;les the 
system results in more slowly changi~g slopes of the 
response curves. 
r.rhe transient response lfi th constant pole angle 
and varying pole r:1agni tude is plotted by choosing 
several locations Hithin and outside the 11-plane 
region of bounded input-bounded output stability, as 
ltsted in table 2-1. Observin8 the gra.phs in figures 
2-8 through 2-18, constant angle 1·ri th vary ins pole 
magn:ttude, the transient response dampens to zero as 
time approaches infinity and exhi1)its oscillation 1'Then 
the pole magnitude approaches the value on the bormdary 
of the instability region; when the pole falls outside 
the stable region, the response becomes unstable with 
its magnitude increasing lvlth time. 'l'he oscillation 
period of the response on the boundary of the stable 
region is evaluated to check the accuracy of the curves 
as follow-s. 
Let w =a= e0+j¢ = e!J'S and solve for s; since 
JS~-= ¢+j¢, and s =cr+jw:.: ~·/--~52 + j202, i.e.w= 202 , 
Then the pe~iod of the oscillation Tp is 
15 
rr == ! == 2rr_ ::; r:> , • 8 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( 2-6 ) p f (\) ¢·-
where Tp is in second. 
The corresponding values of Tp h2ve been checked 
in table 2-2 with the period T~ measured from the 
curves; and it shm..;s that those plotted cur/es posse .ss 
high accuracy, 'rherefore, after multiplying by the 
factor . 1 , those responses can be co~sidered as the 
Ir;1 [a] 
tran.sient responses for the transfer function F 1 (1·1) in 
eq. ( 2-·J). 
The behav1ol~s of the response Hi th transfer 
ft-:.nctlon '1' 1 (N) ln eq. (2-·2) are Sl.tmmarlzed a::; fol1o-:·;s: 
(a) Hith fixed pole magnttude, the i mpulse response of 
the system l'lith the •r 1 (w) transfer function has a 
broader peak in ¢< 90D region. 
(b) The delay time of the output impulse response is 
about 0.12 s e cond. 
(c) Durlng the first O,J second, the positive slopes 
are the same between the curve pairs for which the sums 
0 
of pole angles are 180 ; but for the s r.J.a ller ¢case, the 
response rema ins at its peak longer, 
(d) Hhe n the pole ma cnitu.de approa ches the counda ry of 
the r e c 1on of sta bility with cons t a nt pole a ngle, the 
response becomes less dampened but larger r.ca8:n1 tude; and 
the frequency of oscillation of the response increa s es, 
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(2) ~,,i th the transfer function . _ _1 ___ + _L_ 
~-; ·- a ,,.1 ~ a* 
Let T 2 ( \'1 ) = _1_ + ---.:.;..1_ 
N- a 1>1- a.* 
ettl"•tt"Gttaltltttttt(2-7) 
The Laplace inverse transfor~ation of T2 (w) is 
r.r 2 ( t ) ::: L -1 [ T 2 ( "il ) ] := L -1 [ _ _L_l+ L -1 [ _1 __ ;;-] 
vl- aJ 1'1- a""' 
== 2 Re [ h ( t ) ] ••••••••••• · •••• , • , ••••• ( 2-8 ) 
Thus, the transient response of T2 (t) can be 
inves tigated with double values of the rea l part of the 
response h(t), Hhich is shovm in figures 2-19 throttgh 
2-J'.J. according to the list in table 2-1. 
The real part of the impulse response h(t) is 
plotte d v-ri th constant pole n:agni tude and varying pole 
an3le in fi gures 2-19 through 2-2J, and some results 
a ra observ e d as followss 
(a) '-L'h e peak "~W.lues of the response arc about 
0.9 to 0.95 instea d of being unity. It decreases 
slis htly with pole angle increases. 
(b) Tl:e sepa r t:t.tion be t1'1een curve s in ~tl.ch {-ir a ph becomes 
more apparent as pole magnitude increases. In other 
uo·r_'Cl s , the effect of varying pole ane;le on the response 
b e comes Y:lore obYious Hi th increa.S i'l:lg pol8 magnitude. 
(c) 'l'he curve for a= 0. 0 co inc i<lc s l·li th the curve for 
C) ¢ := 90 during its flrst 0. J second, as shovm in the 
cnl.:J. r g ed portion of e a ch [paph. 
(d) Check the m2.gni tude o f the r esponse in fi.sure 2-2J: 
Uh -:.=; n t!::.; 0. J second, the magnitude of the response for 
0 
¢ = 180 has dampened 24% more than that of ¢ = 0°. The 
respvnses in the ¢> 90° case dampen more rapidly than 
0 
those do in the ¢ < 90 case 111 th pole reac,ni tude fixed. 
(e) Consider the constant pole magnitude Hithin the 
stable region: 
(1) The impulse response has a delay time of about 
0.02 to O,OJ second for any pole angle. 
(ii) The delay time between the peaks of two 
extreme curves for ¢ = 180 o and ¢ == 0 o is 1·11 thin 0. 025 
second, Hence, the effect of varying pole angle to 
the first peak time is negligible. 
(iii) Note the period of the response with the 
magnitude above 50/b of its peak value; the larger 
the pole angle, the shorter the period of the 
r esponse rema ining at hig h value. For exarrrple, 
the period for ¢ = 180° is shorter about 0,82 second 
0 
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t.Ji th fixed pole angle and varying pole mae;ni tude, 
the real part of the impulse response, as shovm in 
figures 2-24 through 2-J4, behaves similarly to the 
imaginary part except in the first cycle of the wave. 
With these figures, some observations are found 
as follov.;s: 
42 
(a) Comparing together with figures 2-19 through 2-23, 
the peak value of the response occurs at t~ 0.16 to 
0.18 second, v;hile it remains nearly zero in the 
imaginary i mpulse response during this time. 
(b) For the case ¢ < 90 o , the peak value is larger and 
the peak period is longer than those of the curve of 
a= o. But the situation reverses Hhen ¢ ~90°. 
(c) The lni tial slopes of the ·Have are almost the same 
before reaching their peaks for any pole r::a c;nitud.e in 
stable region. - However, after passing their peaks, the 
Ttrave forms, in the ¢~90° region, decrease 1·1ith steeper 
slope, while they decrease more slovrly in the right 
half-1..;-plane, as the pole ma.gni tude is increased. 
(d) The oscillation period of the real part of the 
impulse response is the same as that of the imaginary 
one listed in table 2-2. The larger the pole angle, 
the shorter the oscillation period; but the oscillating 
vTave of the real part of the impulse response leads the 
imaginary part by one quarter cycle. 
3.
0 
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It is possible that the nt:.mer-ator of the transfer 
function is of the first order in 1·1, instead of being a 
constant, such as: 
F2(w) = ___ t'~___ _ 
( 1~ -a ) ( l'l-a ·:l- ) •••••••••••••••••••• ( 2-9) 
To realize eq,(2-9), it can be done with eq,(2-J) 
and eq.(2-7), i.e • 
.,.., ( ) 1 f ( ) 2Re [aJ } 
.rz H = 2 Tz H + ----=--~-( u -a ) ( 1-1-a ·:l- ) 
1 1 
2 2 
= + ----7-" + Re (a] k'1 ('--~) ( 2 1 0) 
w- a w·- a.,. .~. - " • ' • • • • • ·• 
The time function of F2 (w) can be found by taking 
the inverse I.a.place t1·ansforma tion of eq. ( 2-10), 
== Be[h(t)] +cot(¢) Im(h(t)J ••••••••••••••• (2-11) 
Thus, f 2 (t) can be analyzed by both the real and 
imaginary parts of the response of h(t), as in 
eq, (2-11). 
Though it seems more complicated for predicting 
the transient response precisely by the curves given 
above, it can be foLmd that the real part of the 
response h(t) will dominate the response of f 2 (t) when 
¢is close to:. since JRe(a)j<frm(a]J. And the 
imaginary pa rt of the respons e of h(t) becomes im-
portant when the poles lie close to the real axis in 
the w plane since the factor J cot(¢) I for the second 
term in eq. (2-11) becomes larger. Therefore, both 
parts of the response of h(t) are still useful for 
analyzing the transient response of f 2 (t), as in 
eq,(2-11). 
55 
The calculation of the response with transfer 
function Fz(i\") in eq.(2-9) is ill-ustrated as an example 
of the manipulation of these two parts as follows: 
Example: 
The system, sho1·m in figure 2-35, consists of 
the 8-:r!lplifiers and uniform distributed elements: 
Amplifier A : a lumped amplifier Nith constant 
Element B 
Element c 
gain K2 • 
a matched uniform distr5.buted 
RC netvzork. 
a matched uniform distributed nc 
network cascaded with a constant 
gain (K1 ) amplifier such that it 
has one-fourth of the time 
constant of element B. 
The tr<'lnsient impulse response of the vThole 
system is to be evaluated for a i·l·-plane pole 
a:::: Je j 2n/3, by suitably chaos ine; the VB. lues of K1 
£tnd Kz. 
c1 the overall transfer function of the u .. nce 
system is 
K1 K2 1·1 
---·---
u2 +K2 
--K1 K;·;:-; = -·2-·--- .. -----.~ 
1 + ·-·2-~-:-._- w + K1 K2 1·1 + K2 
l·l + K2 
K1 K2 11 
-- (~~~-){~~r~) ' 
i .-Jhe l'G I , ... 12 u· d ,-- 2Be [a] a . '-'· ::: .t\.2 an 1\.1 ::7"; - -------la12 
If I a I :::: J and ¢ ::= 120 <;), then K2 = 9 a:r.d K1 = ~ J 
}~i 
T ( l·r ) :.:: ---·-··---···--·--o. .. ( lr-~a) ( r,·r·-a ~~} ········~•t••·······~·(2-12) 
:-renee, the tim.e funetion of T0 (~·I) 5.:::; i.~hTce times 
the o:n.e ~ n '"q (? -~ 11 ) ~·- ......... . - , . Tlu1s, the r~sponse in this 
example can be CEllculatP-d directly from flrsures 
pror;ram as presented in appendix (I). 
The c1_ett.::'t of the caJ.culation for ! <.:~I =J and ¢==1.20° 
::>:to ~:~1 vcn :i..n -Gable 2--J, and the rcsul t.s of the 
tro.nsient response can be found in the flgurc 2--J6j 
the peak of the response is hieh but it dies out 
very fast, Hcnee, the system 1·d th the trc.1.nsfer 





Figure 2-35: The system with the lumped 
a:P..d distributed amplifiers. 
·rable 2-3: Calculation of the impulse 
response in eq. (2-12) 
t ir::.e Re[h(t)] in I111 [h ( t) J in f2 ( t) in 
(sec.) fic.2-J1 fig.2-15 eq. (2-12) 
0.05 0.17 o.o 0.51 
0,10 0.72 0,0 2.25 
0.15 0.89 O,OJ 2.76 
0.20 0.84 0.11 2.79 
0.25 0.70 0.20 2.67 
O,JO 0.54 0.29 2,4J 
0.35 0 ,1-}0 0.35 2.13 
o.4o 0.27 0.38 1.83 
0 .lJ- 5 0.16 0.37 1.47 
o.so 0.07 0.35 1.14 
0.60 -0.05 0.26 0.54 
0.70 -0.11 0,16 0.108 
0.80 -0.12 0,08 -0.132 
0,90 -0.09 0,02 -0.21 
1.00 -Oe06 -0.01 -0.213 
1.50 0.01 0,01 o.o48 
2,00 o.o 0,01 0,021 
2.50 o.o 0,01 0.021 
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III. STEP RESPONSE 
For a step function excitation in this class of systems, 
the response nay be investigated by observing the system 
response to a unit step applied at th3 input of the system. 
(A) A System having a Single Pole on the Real Axis in the 
w Plane 
0 
By e(}. ( 1-12) 1·1i th ¢ = 0 and a= 1 a I, the step responses 
for pole ragnitudes changing along the positive real axis are 
plotted in fir:ure J-1. ~~lith pole magnitude a<1.0, the tran-
sient response increases in magnitude as the valus of the 
pole is increased, but the system is still stable. This is 
illustrated in fi gure 3-2, which is plotted by multiplying a 
factor (1-a) to eq. ( 1-12). By the final value theorem, the 
lir:rJi t of t11e response is 
[ J [ 1- a] 1-a llm v(t) =lim - =-=1, 
t-oo s-o n-a 1-a 
In other Horc.ls, these normalized responses approach 
unity in steads state, and. are useful for comparison. 
1 IT 
'>ihen a=-= 0, by eq.(l-12), v(t)=erfc( 2 Jt> ......• (3-1) 
This curve is also plotted on both figures 3-1 and 3-2, 
All c.urves lie be lot-; the curve for a= 0, 0; thus, as shown in 
figure 3-2, the srraller the pole magnitude, the faster the 
system response for poles on the positive real axis, In 
other Hords, the transient period of the step response for 
larcer values of 1 a 1 is longer than that for smaller pole 
mae;ni t".ldes. The responses for a~ 1. 0 are unstable and 
increase without limit, as shown in figure 3-1, As compared 
to the curve for a= 0, the transient step response for a 
single pole on the positive real axis reaches steady more 
slol'lly as pole magnitude approaches to the value a =1. 0 • 
The increasing slope of the curve for a single pole 
a =0. 0 is shoKn in figure J-J, In the first J seconds the 
wave increases to 69% of its final value, after which it 
changes very slowly and reaches 90% at t =JO seconds, at 
Hhich time the transient is almost over, The transient 
period of the response for a =0, based on the definition of 
the time constant, is about J seconds, and those of the 
61 
responses for pole a< 1. 0 must then be longer than 3 seconds. 
0 
If ¢=180and a=-IR-1, the response in eq,(1-12) is the 
one for the pole on the negative real axis in the w plane. 
These responses are plotted in figure J-4 for the transfer 
1- a function----, for which the response, with rat< 23.1, 
l'l- a 
approaches unity as time increases to infinity, 
Nm·; note the t;Ja.y in i'lhich these curves approach unity 
in figu.re 3-4. The curves fol" 1 al <. 4 act as overdaroped 
·waves and the degree of damping of the ~<rave is increased Ni th 
smaller pole magnitude; i.e. the larger the pole mae;nitude, 
the faster the response approaches unity. For tal =5.0, the 
curve oscillates slightly. Its peak value during the first 
cycle is still less than unity, then it increases toward 
unity with slow oscillation. With pole rragnitude fal =10,0, 
the response overshoots during its first cycle, then returns 
to the value less than unity and oscillates tm-1ard unity 
without overshooting again. The transient responses for 
laf>10,0 behave as the underdamped wave; thier magnitudes 
62 
dampen tovu:trd unity as time increases to infinity. To the 
value of tal =2),0, the curve becomes nearly an oscillating 
Kave without damping, the period of which checks quite close-
ly with the value listed in table J-2. 
If these curves are compared ""Vlith the curve for a =0.0, 
the responses are faster for pole on the negative real axis 
than for those on the positive real axis within the stable 
ree;ion. Hence, the transient period of the response for 
poles on the negative real axis is shorter but the wave 
magnitude is larger than that for poles on the positive real 
axis. 
The delay time of the initial response is about 0.05 
second for poles both on the positive and negative real 
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(B) A SJ;- s tem having Conjugated Poles in the w Plane 
The tTe.ns :fer function considered here is of the form 
( 1-a ) ( 1 -a* ) 
V2 (li) = - which, as the system is stable, approaches 
( N -a ) ( 1·1-a * ) 
unity 1..-hen time approaches infinity. By partial fraction 
expansion, 
V2 (w) = ( 1-a)( 1 -a·:t) { 1/2Im[a] _ 1/2Im[a]J 
. w-a w-a* 
_ 1 + I a 12 - 2Re [a] ( 1 1 } 
- 2Im[a) -1 ~- ·11-a* 
After t a l{ing the inve rse Laplace tra nsformation, 
( r -1[ ] 1 + I a 12 - 2Re [a] { } V 2 t ) := V 2 ( w ) = 'IT 1 ( t ) - v 1 ~'" ( t ) ~ 2Im[a] 
1+la i 2 - 2Re [a) { [ J} 
== ·---·---:-:--[--]·--- -- I ;n v 1 ( t) ' I I I •• I I •• I •• I •• ( J-2) 
1 '-'i a 
where v 1 (t) is the time function of the step response in 
8 q_, (1-1.2), -v-1-:t- (t) is its conjugated function. 
The result of eq.(J-2) s hows tha t the unit step r e s ponse 
of thts system wit~ conjugated poles in the w plane is 
dete rm:t~J.ed by t he ima gina ry part of the response in eq. (1-12). 
The re sulting curve s are plotted in fi gures 3-5 through 3-20 
with the curve for a double pole a =O.O a dded in ea ch graph 
for c0mpa r1son. 
The s tep function for a double pole a t a =O,O ca n be 
~ e rived as follows• 
'.J ( .-. ) - ___!,_ - _ ____!___ - _ _! __ = 4 I t I I 0 I I I I I I I I I I I ( 3-3 ) 
o ,> - sw2 - se2./S- sef'4S l+sef4S 
Ey the rela tions [ - 1 [ F (bs >J = ! f(t/b), 
where f(t)=l-1 [F(s}]. 
Then eq.(3- 3) becomes 
4 1 r;-:,- ,-;:;:;-;-: 
v (t) =- erfc(- .;1-~·T/t) =erfc(v T/t). 
0 4 2 
•••••••••••••• ( 3-4) 
1'he slope of the CUl'':Te in cq. {J·.Jr) ts d.iffe:rc.nt fro;n 
the one in eq.(J-1). By observing figure J-J, it c a n be 
found that the curve for a double pole a:.-::0. 0 lncreo . .ses to 
6J.B% of its final value at t=9 seconds, which is 6 seco~ds 
delayed to the response for a single pole a=O. This means 
68 
that the t:rans lent period of the response vri th a double pole 
is longer th~n that for a single pole on the real axis in 
the vr plane • 
The transient step responses with constant pole 
mnc;ni t1J.de and varyinr-s pole angle are plotted frmn figures 
J· .. 5 th.cough J-9. ObservJ.ng these graphs, some conclusions 
c.e.n be dra~>n1: 
( 1) 0 'l'he responses for pole angle 0 ;;::- 90 lie s:nove the 
curve of a~o.o. Hence, the speed of the response is 
f ::?. ster and the wagnitude is greater for left-half-~·:-
plane poles nhen the pole magnitude 1.n fixed. 
( 2) Note the cD.se ¢ < 7 5°, the slope i:ni tia.J.ly decreases 
wl th innreas lng pole magnitude during t < 0. 8 seconds, 
t ; . Q rrith incre·'l co J'l:'G' poJ e m.::t:<;r:.i tude as t ~ 0. 8 .,J.cn 111c:ceas e.. .. . . ···-'•"-' . 'o - ,_ , 
seconds except the one for ¢;;;15° • 
(J) ?o~t pole angle ¢=15° c.ndlal <1.0, the response 
tl J ..., nit1·1~ i11cr r-" 8.~~es. magnitude decreases as 1e po .e ill=8 Au~ - - -
Hlth slm·.rer changing in slope, lt behaves similarly to 
the re:.:>po:nse Hith a slngle pole on the poslt:l.ve real 
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Now observe the response curves from figures J-10 
through J-20, which are plotted for fixed pole angle and 
·v-aT·ying mag:ni tude of conjugated poles in the w plane. Some 
data are summarized 5.n table J-1 and J-2. And the results 
have been found a;3 belows 
(1) The larger the pole angle, the faster the step 
response for conjugated poles, as compared by the first 
peak time in table J-2. 
(2) 1·11 th a pole on the boundary of the region of stabi-
lity, the magnitude of the first peak of the response 
increases as the pole angle approaches either real axis. 
But it becomes sma ller when the pole angle is close to 
0 
¢ = 120 • 
(J) With the pole inside the region of stability, the 
response dampens to unity as time approaches infinity. 
Hov-1ever, as compared to the magnitude of the input 
1·1ave, the average magnitude of the oscillating v1ave is 
• greater for the case ¢ < 60 , but is smaller for the case 
0 0 ¢ > 60 • For ¢==60 , the underdamped i•;ave oscillates 
about w11ty with decreasing amplitude. 
(4) The period of oscillation of the response for 
poles near the boundary of.stability region checks quite 
closely with the calculated value in table J-2. 
(5) The delay time of the initial response is about 
0.12 to 0.15 second. 
(6) In table J-1, the values of pole magnitude for 
plotting these curves in each graph are listed. Note 
75 
the underlined pole rJJagni tude b e lo'·l ~·.rhich th2 response, 
with listed pole macnitude, behaves without any ove r-
shooting. This value increases with the pole angle. 
As indicated by the results cited above, the step 
response for conjur;ated poles tends to be :.:'10re tm ~3tab1c for 
smaller pole angles. The first peak magnitude of the 
transient response is higher for poles neo.r either re:::tl n.xis 
in the '.'l plane. I·G is possible to find out the best pole 
loc.ation for Nhich the system Ni th a ny pole a n g le ~1.pproncl 1 cs 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The transient response of a uniform distributed syste1ns 
with any transfer function that is rational in H can be ana-
1 lyzed ·Ni th the basic form of the transfer function -- by H-a 
partial fraction expansion. 
With complex poles within the stable region in the w 
plane, there are only tl-Jo possible comhina tions of the basic 
transfer function, Tt(v;) in eq.(2-2) and T2(N) in cq.(2-7). 
The t:cansier~t response 1-vith transfer function T1 (H) can 
be observed from the i reaginary part of the response with 
transfer function - 1-; ;·;hile the real part of the response 
w-a 
of - 1- can describe t:b.e one >-vi th Tz (H). 
H-a 
General results of the transient response of 1 and its 
N-a 
relationship to stability are concluded briefly as folloHs: 
(1) The syste m with poles in the left-w-plane is ~ore 
stable than with those in the ri ght half plane, as com-
pared lii th the same pole magnl tude. 
(2) hfith fixed pole angle in the H plane, Nhen the pole 
mae;ni tude becomes larger and approaches its lLYJ.stable 
value, the response 1·;ave oscillates Hi th less dampened 
amplitude but larger mae;ni tude, and vTi th increased os-
cillating frequency. Hence, the system is less stable. 
(3) The transient period, or the settling time of the 
response is a function of the pole locations. For poles 
in the right half w-plane, the trasient respcnse has 
longer settling time. 
(4) The overshoot of the unit step respo11se is varied 
with the pole location. By suitably choosing the pole 
ma.gni tude, it is possible to :rr.ake the system react 
with minimum error for a particular pole angle. 
(B) Suggestions for further investigation 
90 
All results cited above are obtained from the figures in 
this thesis. The accuracy of these figures depends upon the 
increment of the plotting machine, (IE~ calcomp 556) 0.05 inch 
in this case,and the limit of the error criterion used in the 
computer program. The five decimal point accuracy evaluated 
in these computer programs is sufficient for plotting these 
curves; but the round off error of the computer becomes very 
obvious, if the steady state response is to be observed. 
Hence, the time function of step response for large tirr.e must 
then be cha nged to another one as presented in eq.(5-15) in 
Bourquin's p~per [2]. ~eanwhile, the subprogram of the error 
function with complex argument should be carefully developed 
before evaluating the program for this function. 
Observe the simlla rity among the curves of irr:pulse or 
step response, for instance between figures J-4 &nd J-16, it 
seems that there exists a relationship betNe en the time scale 
of the curve and the pole locations to obtain a single w-
plane curve. The relation held for the IS-plane curve can no 
longer be applied here. It might exist in the exponential 
function relationship \·Thich needs to be v e rified. If a i-T-
plane curve can be es~ablished, it is more convenient to 
investigate the response of this class of systems in the w 
91 
plane just by modifying the time scale of the w- plane curve, 
instead of observing the phenomena by a number of the curves 
as presented in this paper. 
As stated in the last section. the overshoot of the 1mit 
step response is a function of the pole location. Since a. 
step response with a slow response time or excess overshoot 
and oscillation about the steady state value is undersirable. 
There is an interesting problem to find the best pole loca-
tion for minimum error of the unit step response by the 
computer program. It can be started in the computer program 
"'·J'i th the pole magnitude underlined in table 3-1, and de-
creasing the pole magnitude until the output checks the 
first maximum value to be unity within certain desired accu-
racy. Then, the optimum condition of pole location for cer-
tain systcllls can be achieved; it could be of value in the 
area of designing this class of systems in the w plane, 





THE FOR TRAN PROGRAM ill 
**********************~'* / 
THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF THE IMPULSE F NCTIO~ OF 
EQ .(l-8 ) 
SYMBOLS USED IN THIS PROGRAM 
ANG : THE POLE ANGLE IN THE W PLANE 
A( I) : THE VARYING POLE MAGNITUDE IN TH~ W PlAN 
TX(J): THE EVALU TING TIME 
R : THE ERROR CRITERION 
SRP : THE REAL PART OF THE IMPULSE RES~ONS~ 
SIP : THE IMAGINARY PAR T OF THE IMPULS~ RES~O~SE 
T : THE PRODUCT OF THE TOTAL RESISTA~CE AND lOTAL 
CAPACITA CE OF THE UNIFOR OISTR)BUTfb ~~T ORK 
DIMENS ION A(20 l,TX( 500 ),V(900 J,SRP(900 l ,SIPC900 l,ANGC20 J,U(90 0 ) 





DO 1 1=1,9 
K=l 
Q=A LOG lA BS {A(J))) 
R=A (I)*COS<ANGCM-ll) 
AI=A(l)*SlN(A GCM-l)J 
AA=CMPLX { AR, A I 1 
TX(l)=5.CE-3 
DO 2 J=l,300 
B=T X(JJ*TX(J)*TXfJ) 
C.=4.C*TX (J l 
F l=T/{3.141 59*8 ) 
F2= QRT(Fl)/2.0 
V( 1)=1.0/EXPCT/C) 
DO 3 N==2,90 
82= -T*N* /C 
5 N = -1 
AS=AA**NN 
f3=N*EXP ( 82 ) 
AS=AS*F3 
7 V(N)=V(N-l>+AS 
THE ERROR CRITERION IN EQ.(l-9) lS LIMtTED lO IHE 
ACCURACY Of FIVE OECIMAL POINT PLACE 
Wl=l . O+l . O/ 
W2=(2 . 0*N+l. )*TIC 







3 CON TI NUE 
4 S=F2* VC N) 
SRP ( Kl= REAL ( Sl 
SIP (K)=AI MI\G ( S ) 
TO PUNCH THF OUTPUT WITH TH E MAGNITUDE SMALLER THAN 3 . 
KK=I< 
50 IF ( ARS (SRP(K )l- ~ . 0 ) 30 , 60 , 60 
30 K=K +l 
TX{ J+l)=TX(J )+ O. OC5 
2 CONTINUE 
C IF THE IMAGINARY OUTPUT IS TO BE PUNCHED,"SRPn IN 
C STATE NO . 50 , 60 AND 70 MUS T BE CHANGED TO BE "SIP" 
c 
c 
6 0 W~ ITE ( 2 , 20 )( SRP(K ), K=l ,KK) 
70 WR ITE {3, 20 )C SRP ( Kl, K=l ,KK) 
20 FORM AT(5El6.8) 
IF(I-5)74,23,?3 
74 1\ (l+l)=A(ll+l. O 
GO TO 1 
23 IF(l-7)24,25,25 
24 A( I+l)=A( l}-+ 5 . 0 
GO TO 1 
25 ACI+U =A (I}+2.5 
1 CONTI NUE 
STOP 
C NO TES : 
c 
c ( 1) : 
C PO LE MAGNITUDES EVALUATED WITH PARTICULAR POLE ANGLE 
C ARE LIST ED IN TA BLF 2-1 FOR THIS PROGRAM 
c 
c { 2 ) : 
C THE PROGRAM FOR EVALUATING THE CASE WITH FIXED POLE 
C MAGN ITUD E AND VAPYING POLE ANGLE CAN BE ACHIEVED BY 



























V 5= A (I ) *A (I ) 










IF(ABS{U(K) )- 3 . 0 ) 30 ,21,21 
30 K=K+l 
2 CONTINUE 
21 WRI TE f292 0 )(U{KJ,K=1 1 KK) 
WRITE (3,20 l(U{K) 9 K=l,KK) 
20 FORMATl5El6.8) 
lF(l-5}74,23,23 
74 A( I+U=AC Il+l. O 
GO TO 1 
23 IF(l-7)24,25,25 
24 A{I+l)=A(l)+5.0 






c ( 1) : 
C POLE MAGNITUDUES EVA LUATED WITH PARTICULAR POLE ANGLE 
C ARE LISTED IN TABLE 3-1 FOR THIS PROGRAM 
c 
c ( 2) : 
C THE PROGRAM FOR EVALUATING THE CASE WITH FIXED POLE 
C MAGNITUDE AND VARYING POLE ANGLE CAN BE ACHIEVED BY 
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appointed as an instructor at Electrucal Engineering Depa.rt-
ment of •ra-tung Institute of Technology, while as a n advisor 
in designing "KHH" meters. At the spring semestel" of 1967, 
he was also a part-time instructor of Shih Chien Home 
Economics School. 
In July 1967, Mr. Tzeng came to the United States for 
his advance study, and since Sep. of 1967, he has been 
enrolled in Graduate School of University of I"! issouri at 
Rolla, Rolla, ~issouri. 
He is married to I>'iiss JV!ei-Ying Hsueh and is the father 
of a child, Gary F.C., Tzeng. 
He was an honor member of China Radio Association, from 
which he received the scholarship to support his college 
studying in Taiwan, and now he is a member of the Institute 
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. 
